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Although unconfirmed, Shawn Mendes’ fans believe he is off the market. The Canadian singer was seen with a lady 
more than once last year. The 51-Year-old doctor spotted with Shawn Mendes is Jocelyne Miranda. Shawn Mendes 
and the doctor were recently spotted together at a farmer’s market in West Hollywood, where the singer’s home is.  

Following a daytime outing around the same area, pictures showed the pair holding smoothies. Later that day, the 
paparazzi spotted Jocelyne entering the singer’s home. Before now, they were seen out in July 2022 on what 
seemed like a lunch date. Shawn and the doctor appear to be very close, as they both have known each other for a 
long time. Due to the 24-year-old Senorita star’s interest in Jocelyn, who he might already be dating, his fans have 
been interested in knowing more about her. Find more details about Jocelyn below. 

  



Jocelyn Has Over 20 Year Medical Experience  
According to the biography on her website, Jocelyne has over 20 years of medical 
expertise. She spends much time in London and other places worldwide, even though her 
practice is in Los Angeles. Jocelyn specializes in Spine and Extremity Adjustments and 
uses a bio-mechanical examination and Joint and Soft Tissue Manipulation techniques for 
her treatments. The experienced doctor is proud of her profession and the path she has 
chosen. On her Instagram page on July 25, 2021, she inspired her followers by asking 
them to choose a path that fuels their daily purpose. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

She’s A Celebrity Doctor 
 Jocelyn has proven she is a well-seasoned celebrity doctor, as musicians and athletes 
have benefited greatly from her specialty in medicine. According to her bio, she treats 
singers with DNS rehabilitation methods using Diaphragm/Breathing techniques and 
CranioSacral Therapy. Unsurprisingly, she has worked with numerous celebrities. Jocelyn 
has worked as the Big Three Summer Basketball League club doctor and has seen 
patients like Blake Griffin. Major performers like Justin Bieber, Justin Timberlake, and The 
Chainsmokers are among those she lists as her celebrity clients. On October 20, 2022, 
she posted a selfie of herself with Shawn and musician Omar Apollo on Instagram.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Jocelyne Has Worked As Shawn’s Doctor At Tours 

It should not be shocking that Jocelyne previously collaborated with Shawn, given 
her extensive experience working on important musical events. She 
previously provided him with personal evaluation and treatment when he was on 
tour and worked with him for significant occasions like the AMAs, VMAs, 
and Saturday Night Live. On her Instagram, she has posted numerous pictures 
from their time together on tour, including posts wishing Shawn a happy birthday 
and some backstage snaps. She uploaded a picture of herself cuddling Shawn in 
October 2019 and a lovely note for him.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

She Produces A Pain Relieving Oil 
Along with offering specialized services, Jocelyne also sells cannabis-based oil for pain relief. She lists substances 
like menthol, bergamot oil, peppermint oil, eucalyptus oil, Boswellia, turmeric, arnica, and cannabis. According to 
what she has on her website, her product is for anyone who wishes to lead an active, pain-free lifestyle. The organic 
product has an aromatic component with the advantages of hemp extracts on the website. 

Jocelyne Travels A Lot And Loves It 
Jocelyne’s job requires her to travel the globe, and she seems to enjoy the different destinations she has to visit with 
her clients. She frequently uploads pictures of herself on Instagram in various locations where she is either hiking in 
Zions National Park or swimming in Tokyo. She once posted a captivating image on Instagram on September 19, 
2022, from her time supporting Lady Gaga on her Chromatica Ball tour. 

Jocelyne is an accomplished lady who has done well for herself. Shawn Mendes and doctor Jocelyne regardless of 
their age difference, may just be a good match for each other. 
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